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Written version of ShivBaba’s murli audio cassette 171 Kampil 
(from the basic level) 
 
Translation: 02.07.2010 

 
The text of the murli 
 
Side A 
 The spiritual Father sits and explains to the spiritual children. The spiritual one meaning, 
the spiritual Father; and the ones to whom he explains are the spiritual children. It is certainly in the 
children’s intellect that now they have to go home, because the father belongs to the world of the 
spirits and the children are also spirits. It is in their intellect, where do they have to go? Now they 
have to go to the world of spirits. It does not sit in the intellect of the devotees. Why? Because the 
devotees worship the body and consider themselves as bodies. So, you know that the cycle of 84 
births is complete now. This is a great unlimited stage. This is the unlimited stage. You have to 
leave this old stage and go home. Impure souls cannot go there. You certainly have to become pure. 
Now, this is the end of this play. When it comes to its end, there is extreme sorrow. Everything 
what people consider as paradise at this time is Maya’s pomp. There are so many palaces and 
building and motors and other thing. It is called ‘the competition of Maya’. It is the competition 
between paradise and hell. There is a short-time happiness. This, according to the drama, is 
temptation of Maya. There are so many people. Earlier, there used to be only one religion (dharm), 

the Ancient Deity Religion. Now, the stage has become full. Now the cycle is complete. All are 
tamopradhani  and the world of creation (srishti) is tamopradhan. Now, it will become 
satopradhanii again. The entire world should be new. [It is new]], so [its becomes] old. [When it is 
old], it [becomes] new. It has been happening like this innumerable times. This is a play without the 
beginning. When did it begin? It can’t be said. It has been like this without the beginning. You 
know this and no one else know, because all are atheists. Before receiving this knowledge you 
didn’t know anything either. The deities didn’t know either. Only you, the Brahmins of the 
Elevated Confluence Age (purushottam sangam yuga) know this. Later on this knowledge will 
disappear almost completely. The Father made you masters of the Abode of Happiness. What else 
do you need? You have received whatever you had to receive from the Father. There is nothing else 
to be received. So, the father tell you, ‘You have become the most impure’. You came first to play 
the role.  It is you who will have to go back first. This is the cycle, isn’t is? You will be threaded in 
the mala first.  In which mala? This is the Rudra Mala, isn’t it? The Rudraksh beads are memorials 
of the Rudra Mala. They have ‘mouths’. It symbolises that the Supreme Soul Father borrowed 
those children’s mouths in order to establish the new world. The people of the entire world are 
threaded in the thread. They will leave the thread and go to the Supreme Abode. Then, they will be 
threaded in the thread again. So, this is a big mala. ShivBaba has so many children. You, deities 
come first. This is the unlimited mala in which all are threaded like beads. The Rudra Mala and 
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Vishnu Mala are praised. The Prajapita Brahma Mala doesn’t exist. Why?  How is the Vishnu Mala 
created from Prajapita Brahma? How long does it take? All right, how long does it take Prajapita 
Brahma to become Vishnu? 1 second. It means Prajapita Brahma becomes Vishnu in the last 
second. The period before it, is the period of ups and downs. Until the Brahmins pass through ups 
and downs, the Vishnu Mala is not ready. The Rudra Mala is not ready either. Because Prajapita is 
degraded (patit). And who enters the impure one? The pure one (pavan); the one who is ever pure. 
So, both of them combined are called what? Patit Pavan. So, you Brahma Kumars and Kumaris 
don’t have your mala either. ‘Mala’ means gathering, unity.  There is no unity without purity. 
When the Brahmins are complete, it will be said [that there is] purity. The complete Brahmins 
[become] deities. So, they will also have their gathering. There will be also unity. Now, you are 
Brahmins, because you go up and fall down. You become defeated. Maya makes you fall again and 
again. That is why the Rudra Mala becomes the Vishnu Mala. There is the family of Prajapita 
Brahma and the family of the Brahmins. When you pass [the examination], it will be also said 
‘Mala of Brahma’, [meaning] the family has been created. The mala can’t be created at this time. It 
is because today you become pure, tomorrow Maya gives you a slap and makes your skin black. 
The earned income is devoured; [children] break away. Think well, ‘From where do you fall?’ The 
Father creates the master of the world. By following his Shrimat you can receive high positions. If 
you are defeated, the game is over. The vice of lust is a great enemy. You must not be defeated by 
it. All the other vices are children. The greatest enemy is the vice of lust.  You have to gain victory 
over it. By gaining victory over lust, you will gain the victory over the world. These five vices have 
been enemies for a half a cycle. When they don’t leave [you], you cry out ‘We have to get angry’. 
However, why do you have to? You can have the work done through love. If you explain to a thief 
with love, he will reveal everything immediately. The Father says, ‘I am the Ocean of Love, aren’t 
I? So, the children also should have the world done though love. It doesn’t matter what is their 
position. People from the army also come to Baba. Baba explains to them too, ‘If you want to go to 
paradise, only remember ShivBaba.’ It is said to them, ‘If you die in the battlefield, you will go to 
paradise.’ Actually, this is the battlefield. Which one? This is the field of war. Of the war with 
Maya. Those ones fight and die. And here? Here you have to die alive. Those ones have a physical 
war and a physical death. They die and then they go there and are reborn. Here, when you die alive, 
you are born at the Father’s [home]. When those ones die, they take their sanskars of fighting with 
them. However, they cannot go to paradise. You go to paradise alive. 
 The second page. So, Baba used to explained to those from the army, ‘By remembering 
ShivBaba, you can go to paradise, because paradise is being established.’ Vicious actions will be 
destroyed by ShivBaba’s remembrance. Even if you have received little knowledge, the 
imperishable knowledge can’t be destroyed. When you organise maila and so on, many subjects 
are created. You are the spiritual army. There are few commanders, majors, and so on. Many 
become subjects. Those who understand properly, receive some good positions. Among those who 
understand there are the first grade, second grade, third grade. You keep giving teachings. Some, 
become completely like you. Some among you cannot climb to the top. It can be seen that you 
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climb higher than each other. The new ones go faster than the old ones. If someone has full 
connection (pura yoga) with the Father, he can go very high. ‘Full connection’ means what? The 
connection of the intellect should not wander anywhere else. The entire connection of the intellect 
should be with the Father. [Someone like this] will receive a very high position. Everything 
depends on the connection (yoga). Knowledge is very easy. You must feel that there are obstacles 
in remembering the Father. The Father says, ‘When you eat meals, eat in remembrance.’ However, 
some remain in remembrance for one minute, some for two minutes, some for five minutes. When? 
While eating. And for the rest of time? For the rest of time they are engaged in experiencing 
pleasure [of eating]. For one, two minutes they remain in remembrance and for the rest of time the 
intellect is engaged in the meal. Remaining in remembrance for the entire time… What entire time? 
Remaining in remembrance for the entire time while having experience through the organs is very 
difficult. Maya removes [remembrance] here and there. You will be in the stage free from the 
results of action (karmatit avastha), when you don’t remember anyone else apart from the Father. 
Apart from the Father….? Whatever you will possess, you will certainly remember it. You should 
remember nothing at all. 
 This Baba is an example. What will he remember? Does he have any children, wealth and 
so on? He remembers only you children. You certainly will remain in the remembrance of the 
Father, because the Father has come to bring about well being. He remembers all, but the intellect 
is inclined towards flowers. There are many kinds of flowers. There are also [flowers] without 
fragrance. It is a garden, isn’t it? The Father is also called ‘gardener’. You know that the entire 
world is like wild animals. They become so angry, argue and fight. Sanyasis are also very angry. 
Tell them something and they become angry. They are very body conscious. The Father says, ‘If 
someone is angry, you should be quite, because anger is an evil spirit, isn’t it? You should respond 
with peace before the evil spirit. The Shrimat Bhagavad Gita containing God’s directions is the 
jewels of all the scriptures. There are God’s directions, devils’ directions and deities’ directions. 
God alone comes to establish deities’ directions (devi mat). He gives the teachings of raja yoga. 
Later on this knowledge will disappear. When the king of kings is created, what is the use of 
knowledge? Until when will you receive knowledge? Until you receive kingdom. You experience 
fruits of deeds (prarabdh) in the form of kingdom for 21 births. Over there you neither narrate 
knowledge nor receive knowledge. You don’t know there that is the fruit of this spiritual efforts. 
You have gone to the Golden Age innumerous times. This cycle keeps rotating. The Golden and 
Silver Ages are fruits of knowledge. It is not that knowledge is received there. The Father comes 
and gives the devotees fruit of worship. The Father said, ‘You have performed devotion to the 
greatest extend.’ What does it mean? To the greatest extent means more than whom? Compared 
with the other souls of Bharat that become converted to the other religions, you Bharatvasi children 
have performed devotion to the greatest extent. Because in the case of the others who became 
converted to the other religions and left, the sanskars of devotion from the very beginning were 
finished. So, now remember one father and you will become satopradhan again. It requires efforts. 
What? Remembering the Father and remembering the Father alone…. What requires more efforts? 
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Remembering the Father and the others is not any special effort. However, remembering the Father 
alone and not remembering anyone else requires efforts. Remember the beginning, middle and end 
of the creation and you will become a cakrvarti raja [a king of four directions]. God will make his 
children god and goddess, won’t he?  
 In whose body did God come? He came into the body of Brahma. So, what should be the 
result. So, what should be the result? [The children] should become god and goddess. However, it 
is wrong to call a bodily being (dehdhari). iii  What? Will those who will become god and goddess 
be bodily beings? Or will they be in the incorporeal stage? What is the relationship of Brahma, 
Vishnu and Shiva? What’s the matter? What was Brahma and Vishnu combined with Shiva? 
Which murti should be there with Brahma and Vishnu? The murti of Shankar should be mentioned. 
Why was Shiva mentioned instead of Shankar? Because the soul of Shiva reveals himself in the 
world through Shankar. That’s why a question was asked, ’ What is the relationship of Brahma, 
Vishnu and Shiva?’ ‘This Brahma is to become Vishnu. And Shiva enters in this one.’ In whom? 
‘This Brahma is to become Vishnu.’ So he became Vishnu. ‘And Shiva enters in this one.’ He is 
talking about the Trimurti. Those who are residents of the subtle region are called farishtaiv. 

Farishta meaning the one who has no relationships with the people of the material world. You have 
to become farishta. There are visions; there is nothing else. Silence, movie and here there is 
‘talky’. v These is about details. [xxxx unclear recording] 
 Their renunciation is limited. Those ones, the followers of the path of the nivritti  cannot 
narrate the knowledge of the pravrittivi. Who are the followers of the nivritti? Those who leave [run 
aways from] the relationships in the limited sense. Those in the basic knowledge leave their 
relationships and household in the limited sense. There is no question of this kind of renunciation 
here. Here, you have to leave [everything] though the intellect. Those Sanyasis in the limited sense 
cannot narrate knowledge of the path of the pravritti, because they left the path of the pravritti. If 
they remained in the pravritti, they would be able to receive the knowledge of path of the pravritti. 
But if they themselves are not in the pravritti…. If they don’t have the experience of learning raja 
yoga while being in household, how can they teach the others? Becoming a king and queen is the 
path of the pravritti, isn’t it? There is only happiness there and they do not believe in happiness. 
There are hundreds thousands Sanyasis. Their sustenance and income come from those in 
household. One thing is that you engaged money in charitable actions, then you did sinful jobs. So, 
you have become sinful souls. Now you become charitable souls again. You exchange jewels of the 
imperishable knowledge. The sinful soul will do sinful jobs. If someone created a house for 
pilgrims (dharmshala), he will receive a good fruit in the next birth. This is the unlimited Father. 
And it takes place directly. Over there, in the case of those who perform charity in the path of 
devotion, it takes place indirectly. It is because they only say there ‘Ishvar arpanam’, ‘Krishna 

arpanam’ [sacrificed for God, sacrificed for Krishna]. It is because they consider Krishna as God. 
However God doesn’t come there directly and receive [those sacrifice]. Who receives that? Gurus. 
Here, the Father has come directly. Over there it takes place indirectly.  Who receives [sacrifice] 
there? Over there gurus receive them. [People] say, ‘Ishwar arpanam’; they say, ‘Krishna 
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arpanam’. None of them is hungry. Neither the Krishna of the Golden Age is hungry, nor is the 
Supreme Soul Shiva hungry. So, to whom do they make their sacrifice? ShivBaba is the one who 
gives. He will not be hungry. Will he be hungry? So, to whom do they make sacrifice? In the path 
of devotion they make sacrifice to bodily gurus. And here? Shiva is not hungry. And the one who 
will be the Krishna of the Golden Age will not be hungry. The deities are full. Is there anyone 
hungry? So, to whom do they make sacrifice? The sacrifice is for the one in whom the entrance 
takes place, isn’t it? The Father has come directly. [People] say, ‘Ishwar arpanam; Krishna 

arpanam’, neither Krishna nor God are there. Apart from it neither Krishna is hungry, nor does 
God suffer from hunger. Who suffers from hunger? Will anyone suffer from hunger in the Golden 
Age? Is the Supreme Soul hungry? Who is hungry, where are [people] hungry? In which age? The  
hungry ones are present in the Iron Age. So, to whom do they make sacrifice? ShivBaba is the one 
who gives. He will not be hungry. Shri Krishna is not the one who gives. The Father gives to 
everyone. He is not the one who takes. Will the soul be the one who takes or the Supreme Soul? 
The soul can be the one who takes. So, the soul gives once and takes ten times. Those who are poor 
give 1-2 rupee and receive millions. 
 The third page. There is also an example of Sudama. What? He didn’t have anything to give, 
so what did he give? Two handfuls of rice. What rice? Was that physical rice that mothers bring in 
pots? This belongs to the path of devotion. Rice (caval), means the one whose husk has been 
removed and whose shape is like that of the soul. When [people] apply the tika on the forehead, 
they apply rice. Rice is a memorial of the soul whose cover of the body consciousness has been 
removed. Those are the souls whose cover of the body consciousness has been removed. There are 
two kinds of gathering: the Vijay Mala and the Rudra Mala. There are 108 beads of the Vijay Mala 
and 108 beads of the Rudra Mala. 
 
Side B 
 The morning class of  […].0789,  the beginning of the third page. Sudama is not someone 
else. Dam is said for wealth, su means beautiful. What kind of wealth is beautiful, the physical one 
or the subtle one? The unlimited wealth is the wealth of knowledge. So, ‘Sudama’ means that one 
who had nothing to give, he had the wealth of knowledge. For example, it was shown at the bottom 
of the picture of the Ladder that Bharat is laying down as a beggar. He has nothing. As far as 
physical things are concerned, he is like a beggar. He takes from the others. However, what great 
wealth is shown under his head? The Gita. Knowledge is that beautiful wealth that Sudama gave. 
There will be lots of products in paradise. There is no need of physical products there. Bharat was 
the Golden Bird. The Father made it so wealthy. There was enormous wealth in the Somnath 
Temple. They looted so much. Great diamonds and [other] jewels. Now they can’t be seen. They 
are degraded. Then, the history will repeat. They were finished. They were stricken and cut, They 
were broken into pieces. All mines there were filled for you. Diamonds and jewels there will be like 
stones; laying like stones. The Father gives imperishable jewels of knowledge through which you 
become extremely wealthy. Sweet children should be so happy! The more you will study, 
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happiness will keep increasing. When [people] take the main examination, they have it in their 
mind, ‘After passing it I will become this and this; I will do this and this.’ You also know, ‘We will 
become these and these deities.’ These are non-living pictures. Over there we will become living 
[pictures].  These pictures that you have made are from where? You have seen them through a 
divine vision. Pictures are wonderful. Some will think that Brahma made them. Nether Brahma, 
nor Brahma Kumar/s made those pictures in which there are explanations of knowledge. Who had 
those pictures made though which the new world has to be established? ShivBaba had them 
prepared through divine visions. If this was to  learn from someone, only he himself wouldn’t learn. 
Some others would leant wouldn’t they? This one says, ‘I didn’t learn anything.’ The Father had 
them made through a divine visions. What? These pictures. All these pictures have been made 
according to the Shrimat. They have not been made according to directions of some man, or 
Brahma’s directions or Brahma Kumars Kumaris’ directions. Which pictures? The Trimurti, The 
Wheel, The Tree, The Ladder, Lakshmi Narayan, these four or five pictures have been made 
according to the Shrimat. They have not been made according to human directions. Through the 
pictures made according to the Shrimat the true liberation will take place. Through the pictures 
made according to humans direction it will come to degradation, because the intellect will go in 
various directions. Yes, all these will be destroyed. Neither pictures created by humans will remain, 
nor the pictures created through the divine vision will remain. Which [pictures] will remain? The 
living pictures will remain. Even a trace of the non-living pictures will remain?  
 Now, it is the end of this world of creation. There are so many things/products (samigri) in 
the path of devotion. Nothing will remain. What was said? The expansion of things/products takes 
place in the path of devotion. And in knowledge? There are no products. There is no need of 
printing any literature. What is the need of printing literature, if the souls having qualities of heirs 
have to emerge? What will happen when the souls having qualities of heirs will speak? Many soul 
will be attracted. Will the entire world be attracted through literature? They will be so powerful 
souls that important press reporters will be attracted and come to them. So, there is expansion in the 
path of devotion. There is essence in the path of knowledge. These products of the expansion in 
devotion will not remain. Everything will be new in the new world. You have become masters of 
paradise many times. Then, Maya defeated you. Who made you victorious? The one who makes 
[you] victorious was shown. Below there are chains. All are entangled in these chains.  Ravan is the 
eldest enemy. All the others are new. How old is he? 2500 years old. Which soul came 2500 years 
ago? From the Supreme Abode? Abraham. Is he Ravan? He is a soul in  the satopradhan stage that 
comes from the Supreme Abode, from the Father’s Home. The satopradhan soul will be 
satopradhan, so will it perform satopradhan actions or will it perform tamopradhan actions? 
[Students: Satopradhan.] Will it be called Ravan? Are the belief in Ravan and [ceremony] of 
burning Ravan present in Bharat or abroad? [Students: Bharat.] Foreigners do not believe in Ravan. 
So, it is about which place? It is about the world of the Brahmins in the Confluence Age. There is a 
Brahmin among those Brahmins who becomes tamopradhan right at the beginning of the Copper 
Age. His intellect becomes tamsi, because he doesn’t study [God’s] teachings fully. The 
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satopradhan soul of Abraham in the satopradhan stage enters that tamsi intellect. So, the soul 
coming from above will not be called Ravan. The one in whom he enters is a soul belonging to the 
Ancient Deity Religion. It becomes the form of Ravan. The one in whom [Abraham’s soul] entered 
became the mother of Islam. Just like Brahma is the mother of the Ancient Deity Religion and 
ShivBaba is the father. In the same way Abraham is the father and the one in whom he entered is 
the mother of that religion. And someone will be the father giving birth to that mother. There will 
be someone giving birth to that human being in whom Abraham enters. The one who gives birth to 
that one, to the support (adhar)vii was the male face of Ravan. And that first one was female face, 
the support, the form of root [of the religion]. Among the ones who have been shown in the picture 
of the Tree as sitting in the roots, one main root goes to the left side, Abraham. And someone is the 
seed giving birth to that root. So they are the oldest enemy. In the world of the Brahmins in the 
Confluence Age they are the eldest enemies. They are present since the beginning of the yagya. 
Along with establishment, the flame of destruction was ignited in the yagya khund. So, are you the 
ones who construct or are you the ones who destroy. You are the ones who construct. You are not 
the ones who destroy. So, the flame of destruction was ignited at the beginning of the yagya. Who 
became the cause of this? Those old enemies. At the beginning of the yagya, when along with 
establishment the flame of destruction was ignited, some devilish children entered between the 
mother and father and brought about their split. What was said in yesterday’s class? What is the 
path of the pravritti and what is the path of the nivritti? In the path of the pravritti both the mother 
and father are respected. And in the path of the nivritti? They will accept the father and they won’t 
accept the mother. All the foreign religions don’t believe in God the Mother. And in Bharat? They 
believe in the God as the Mother and in God as the Father. Because it is the dharm of the path of the 
pravritti. So, some children who cause friction between the mother and father penetrated into the 
yagya. They were children of Ravan’s gathering. Someone will be their leader, since the very 
beginning. So, they are your oldest enemy. They kingdom last for half a cycle. Among all the other 
religions in the world, whose kingdom in the world lasts for the longest time? [Students: Muslim 
Religion.] Muslims came later. Muslims came from Muhammad. There were no Muslims before 
him. Islam. Yes, the transformed form of Islam is Muslim Religion. Who are elder? The followers 
of Islam. The followers of Islam have ruled in this world of creation form 2500 years. The 
Christians have come now; they spread [in the world] within 100-200 years. Their kingdom in the 
entire world is now. However, who was spread in the world all around? The followers of Islam. So, 
their kingdom lasts for half a cycle. Whose? [The kingdom] of the religion of adultery (vyabhicari 

dharm). Even today Arabian people come to Bharat and buy Indian virgins and take them away. It 
is established in their religion to be married few times and increase the population. So, the kingdom 
of adultery lasts for half a cycle. The kingdom of non-adultery, Ram’s Kingdom,  lasts for a half of 
cycle. Ram is called ‘maryada purushottam’, the one who follows the highest code of conduct. 
Ravan is completely opposite.  
 So, the Ravan’s Kingdom lasts for half a cycle. By saying that the cycle has hundreds 
thousands years, there is no account of two halves. So, there is a great difference. The Father told 
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you that the age of the entire cycle was 5000 years. There is no question of human [incarnation] 
into 840 000 000 species. There are 840 000 000 species, but a human doesn’t incarnate in 
840 000 000 species. This is a great gossip. Did the deities from the Sun Dynasty and Moon 
Dynasty rule for hundreds thousands years? The intellect doesn’t work. The Sanyasis think that if 
they are not respected properly, all their followers will leave them. They are attached to whom? 
They are attached to their followers. Their intellect doesn’t go to the Supreme Soul.  If all followers 
left them, the revolution would take place now. That is why they won’t follow your directions now 
and leave their kingdom. What? They won’t leave it now. They will understand something at the 
end. Now they won’t understand. Rich people won’t receive knowledge either. Who will receive 
knowledge now from Baba? The ones who are poor will come and receive knowledge from Baba. 
First the poor ones receive rewards from the Supreme Soul. They, later on at the end, the rich 
people receive. And the Sanyasis? They are rich in knowledge . They are intoxicated that they have 
wealth of knowledge. They are arrogant about it. Neither those who are arrogant because of the 
wealth of knowledge receive the Supreme Soul Father and have rewards fro him, nor do the rich 
ones in the physical sense receive reward from the Supreme Soul. The rich people will never be 
able to surrender and receive the stage beyond the results of actions (karmatit avastha). What? And 
those who are rich in the wealth of knowledge. They will not bow their heads either, because of 
arrogance. They will not put their heads ‘under’ [the Father’s head]. They will not bow their head, 
‘We are wrong, you are right’. They will understand it insight that what he is saying is true, but they 
can not bow their heads because of arrogance. They will not be surrendered. This is the indication 
of the Sanyasis. The Father is very [xxx unclear recording]. He will take only from the poor ones. If 
he took from the rich ones, he would have to and give [them back] so much along with interest. 
What? The rich ones have wealth of hundreds millions. If the rich people’s wealth of billions come 
to the yagya, wouldn’t Baba have to give them back with interest? Who takes? Who consumes? 
Does Shiva point of light consume or does the one in whom he enters take and consume? Who is an 
instrument? The corporeal one becomes an instrument, doesn’t he? The instrument in taking, 
consuming  and experiencing. Won’t the one who will take have to give back along with interest? 
Hm? Will he have to give back or not? He will definitely have to give. Baba says, ‘Whatever I take, 
I will give you back in this birth. And along with it I will pay you interest for 21 births.’ Baba 
doesn’t take anything from anyone. He will give back whatever whoever has given. Along with it 
he will give [interest] for 21 births. There can’t be in the world such a big bank paying such an 
interest. That is why Baba doesn’t take from rich people. He will have to pay them back a lot.  That 
is why he takes from the poor ones. So, the rich ones come to this knowledge with difficulty, 
because here everything has to be forgotten. Everything means what? Wealth, status, respect, 
position – everything has to be forgotten. The stage beyond actions will be achieved, when you 
have nothing with you. What? If some body [consciousness] remained…. ‘I am fair and shiny, tall 
and fleshy. This is my body.’ Those who are arrogant like this won’t achieve the stage beyond 
action. It is the same about wealth. Who has wealth, he will recollect his wealth. Who has a body, 
he will recollect his body. If someone has property of a big family, if he has the power of people 
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[connections], he will recollect them. For example, politicians remember their followers, ‘We have 
so many voters’. [people] like this will not achieve the stage beyond actions. Depending on what is 
the object of arrogance, that thing will be recollected. So, rich people will not be able to forget. 
Who will be able to forget? The body, mind and wealth, time, connections, all the property… Very 
rich people don’t have time. Big Sanyasis don’t have time. Who will be able to forget? Those who 
will be poor, will be able to forget, because they don’t have anything. What will they remember? 
Those who received inheritance a cycle ago, will receive it. All right, for sweet, long lost and now 
found children remembrance and live and good morning from the mother and father, BapDada. 
Namaste from the spiritual father for the spiritual children. Om shanti. 
 
 He enters; ShivBaba who enters does the entire work of establishment. Did he make 
establishment through that Brahma or did he make establishment through the one in whom he 
entered first? The entire work was done through Brahma, wasn’t it? Who was the support? Brahma, 
wasn’t he? In the same way, the religious fathers who come, enter the supports of their religions 
and do the entire work. The one who gives birth to the support… [Students are asking something.] 
Was Abraham a female? Did Christ, Buddha, Guru Nanak and the others have female bodies? They 
were males. Those are supports. They are in male bodies, but they did the work of the mother. Just 
like Brahma did the work of the mother. [A student is asking something.] Kumarka is in a female 
body in this birth. If Kumarka play an important role in the Confluence Aged world of the 
Brahmins, she will become a king over there too. If Kumarka controlled Vishva Kishor, she will 
become a king. Vishva Kishor will have to become a queen. He will have to become the second 
Narayani. 
 
 [A student is asking something.] Along with establishment, the flame of destruction was 
ignited. Who became instruments in igniting the flame of destruction? Some children like this must 
have come who were old enemies. They did their work since the beginning. [A student: So they 
came before the Copper Age.] It is not like this. The seed is sowed at the same time. The seed of 
paradise was sowed and along with it the seed of hell was sowed. There is no dirt in the Supreme 
Soul Shiva. The Supreme Soul Shiva is always pure. However, the one in whom he comes… In 
whom does he come? He comes in Prajapita and he comes in Brahma. Are Prajapita and Brahma 
dirty? So, they are attached to some. Are the mother and father attached to someone or not? To 
whom? To the children. The father will be attached to a good son, who could take care of the 
business. The mother? The mother will be very attached to the weakest child. This is the weakness. 
[A student: He left the body at the time of Brahma Baba, then in the shooting period…] Who left 
the body? [The student: Vishva Kishor.] Vishva Kishor left the body in 67. One year before 
Brahma Baba left the body. [The student: How did he come into shooting?] The shooting started 
after Mamma left her body. Like the king, like the subjects. Who was the controller in the yagya, 
Mamma or Baba? Mamma were the controller. As soon as Mamma left the body, it came to the 
change ‘Like the king, like the subjects.’ Who became the controller in Mamma’s place? Mamma 
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were the Deity of Knowledge and the Deity of Purity. The one who will take Mamma’s place 
cannot be so pure. That one was given the title Jagadamba Saraswati. Who gave it? ShivBaba 
through Brahma’s mouth gave Om Radhe the title Jagadamba Saraswati. Will it be a lie? No. No 
other shakti could have the same controlling power as the elevated part of ruling, managing, of 
controlling of that she played in the yagya. Baba remained alive, but who sat with Baba as the 
helping shakti, controller? It was said in murlis. Among these starts Kumarka is respected most. It 
was said in murlis. Then, in another murli it was said, ‘The one who is respected most in this 
world… consider him to be the most corrupted.’ Meaning, should  we Brahmins receive status and 
position of this world? No, we shouldn’t. Even if someone  would give position and status, we will 
not take it. For example, someone will give us the position of the Chief Administrator, 
Vice-Administrator, Main Administrator…. Are the Brahmins here for ruling? Or are they here for 
doing service? They are here for doing service. So, the intellect doesn’t work this much that we will 
sit to rule where we should do service. Baba says in the murlis, ‘The kingdom there will be reduced 
to the extend you will experience kingdom here. It will be cut.’ So, they will have to become 
servants there. There means where? [Students: In the Golden Age.] In the Golden Age? In the 
Golden Age, in the second birth both Kumarka and Vishva Kishor Bhav will become king and 
queen. They will become maharaja and maharani. [Students: In the Confluence Age.] Yes, n the 
world of the Confluence Age they won’t have so much respect and status. They will have to do the 
work of servants in the paradise of the Confluence Age. Now, the question is that someone is a first 
class servant, someone – a second class servant; they are also third class servants. [A student is 
asking something.] What did Baba do? ShivBaba were entering Brahma… [The student is saying 
something. The recording is unclear.] Who put Vishva Kishor Bhav in the first place? The Mother. 
This is about the mother. ShivBaba comes, but ShivBaba doesn’t put reins so that [the children] do 
every job, spiritual efforts, ‘Do this effort, don’t do this…’ Everyone is responsible for their 
spiritual efforts. It depends on that person - spiritual efforts, making someone an instrument or not 
making someone an instrument. Yes, Brahma Baba, meaning Krishna’s zodiac is similar to 
Christ’s zodiac. Baba said in murlis, ‘Christians keep a lot of dogs.’ They also keep cats now. It 
means, the dog is lusty; the cat will be a memorial of Maya’s cat. What’s bad about that he kept 
him? Krishna’s and Christ’s zodiacs are similar. [The student: Christ doesn’t go to paradise. Why 
does Krishna go?] Krishna goes to paradise, but to which paradise he goes? Does he go to the first 
class paradise or to the second class paradise? Does he go to the paradise of the stage of going down 
(utarti kala) or does he go to paradise of the stage of going u (carhti kala)? [Students are saying 
something.] Let one issue be finished. Say yes or no. [The student: It will be the Golden Age, 
accurately.] Yes, accurately, the Golden Age. However, the fruit of deeds (prarabdh) of the 
Confluence Age, of the first birth out of 21 births, will be finished at that time. [The prarabdh] that 
is received from the Supreme Soul Father. The prarabdh received after 2036, will it be received 
directly from the Supreme Soul Father or will it be received from the one who took the place of the 
Supreme Soul? Will it be received from the deity of from God? [Students: The deity.] So will there 
be a difference between the reward from the deity and the reward received directly from the 
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Supreme Soul or not? [Students: Yes.] That is why there is a difference. The children who receive 
the reward directly from the Father are very fortunate. [The students: The Confluence Age is 
complete…] In 2036. [The student: Then will it be said paradise…] It will be said paradise, but it 
won’t be the paradise of the Confluence Age. [The student: The one who gives 100 000 or 200 000 
subjects will receive the title…]  The soul that will become the support Narayan of that religion, the 
one who printed and distributed literature to the greatest extent, the one who did the service of 
literature…. Because subjects are created through literature; no heir is created. Heirs are created 
through the individual service. So, he didn’t created a heir, because of arrogance. [The student: 
Many have come because of literature.] Many have come, so many subjects are created. The eighth 
Narayan should have the greatest number of subjects, shouldn’t he? So, those receiving the 
advance knowledge too, will emerge after reading literature. Won’t the seed souls of Arya Samaj 
be most numerous in the advanced knowledge? They will be. [A student: So the ones who printed 
the literature are Arya Samaj.]  Actually, [Arya Samaji] have that intention, ‘We will write this 
literature, so that our name will become famous. We do something like this.’ [A student: So the one 
who reads this literature and comes, becomes their subject.] At that time he was influenced. If he 
understood things connected to knowledge from literature, he became influenced at that time. Later 
on, if he comes in contact with the Supreme Soul Father and becomes influenced by him and 
renounces reading literature… Then he become the Father’s subject. There are the Father’ heirs, 
there are the Father’s subjects; there are those who become the Father’s devotees. Which father? It 
was said in the Avyakt Vanis. There are children [who become] the Father’s heirs, there are the 
Father’s subjects and there are the Father’s devotees. Which father? 
 
                                                 
i Tamopradhan - the stage dominated by darkness and ignorance. 
ii Satopradhan - the stage dominated by goodness and purity. 
iii  Dehdhari – ShivBaba uses this term for ‘the one whose intellect becomes engaged in the body’. 
iv Farishta  - the term sometimes understood as ‘angel’. However, ShivBaba uses it as ‘the one who has no connections with the physical world’.  
v Silence, movie, talky – these terms are used accordingly for the Supreme Abode, Subtle Region, Physical World.  
vi Nivritti - – isolation, being alone, renunciation. On the path of nivritti people renounce the life in the household and they make efforts to gain the 
eternal liberation  (moksha)remaining in the isolation ; Pravritti - literally pravritti means: inclination, tendency, disposition, trend. It can be 
understood as the inclination of two elements having opposing or different natures toward each other; like the soul and the body, the man and the 
woman. One element without the other is useless, therefore they have to join and then only they can perform actions. So, the path of pravritti 

(pravritti marg) – the path of inclination, relation, the path of being engaged in active life; often understood as the path of the household.  
vii Root soul is called adhar, literally ‘support’ 
 
------------------------- 
 
* words which Baba uses in English 
[xxx] words that are added in the translation for the better understanding of the English sentences.  
(xxxx) – terms in Hindi 
 
This text is a  draft of translation prepared for ShivBaba’s final approval. 


